
Mixing software and water: 
Maritime meets Silicon Valley

What’s your passion? Most Valley people know theirs and want to know 
yours. So what’s new on the Valley passion wagon? It’s time to meet the 
“aquapreneurs” − a Norwegian and a Pole who are introducing their passion 
for everything maritime into innovation’s very own backyard. 

To be more precise, Krystyna Wojnarowicz and Geir Fagerhus (no prizes for guessing 
their respective nationalities) share a life-long passion for the sea, software and social 
entrepreneurship. 

“K&G”, as they are becoming known, are a smart couple building a smart business based 
on smart devices. Their business, MARSEC Inc., is the result of a meeting of minds forged 
in the crucible of software process improvement. 

Since the fateful first meeting between masters student (Krystyna) and her serial 
entrepreneur mentor (Geir), in Germany in 2001, they have been pulled together through 
shared passions and a set of values that sounds like a Top 10 Tips for succeeding in 
life and business: fairness, meritocracy, open collaboration, curiosity, integrity and 
determination. 

Fuelled by this heady mix, K&G have spent more than a decade globe hopping, 
scrutinizing industries and technologies and striving to join the dots that help solve some 
of the world’s “wicked problems”. 

The maritime industry, often described as ‘conservative’, though Geir prefers ‘pragmatic’, 
has certainly noticed their presence. After frequent speaker slots at e-Navigation 
seminars and an eye-opening appearance on a high level panel at the 2015 Nor-Shipping 
conference, K&G have quickly become a go-to source for what is next in maritime 
technology. 

When you meet Geir and Krystyna, you notice how they exude a worldly savoir-
faire developed by challenging old-school mindsets, resisting gender stereotypes and 
supporting smart digitization in sectors from automotives and telecom to banking and 
finance – and now maritime.  This MARSEC DNA is also reflected in their team, which has 
a diversity and gender balance rare in both the shipping and ICT worlds. 

Digital nomads 

You can often meet K&G in Palo Alto these days, where their company, MARSEC Inc., is 
part of Nordic Innovation House.  However, digital nomads are not limited by borders 
and culture, and K&G currently shuttle between three carefully selected locations: Malta, 
Norway and the Valley.  
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To understand Malta we have to rewind… It’s Sweden, 2007:  K&G look down onto 
Malmö’s wintry Öresund strait from their office in the iconic Turning Torso skyscraper. 
Having decided to bring their digital noûs to the maritime world, they had just graduated 
as mariners after a grueling training in safety, security and high-speed navigation in icy 
Swedish waters. 

“It was the ultimate test of our teamwork; we swapped roles while navigating at night 
through busy harbors and around dangerous skerries at speeds of up to 40 knots,” 
says Geir.  “We developed the intuitive communication skills and confidence needed to 
steer a fast-moving object, whether it’s a sea rescue vessel or a startup company,” adds 
Krystyna.

The birthplace of MARSEC, the Torso building was also great for blue-sky thinking. An 
elevated “Eureka moment” on that night in 2007 led K&G to sail their boat to Malta so 
that they could test technology at sea all year round. Living afloat in the harbor, they 
swiftly became part of Malta’s development into the “island of open source”.  

“We did a lot of pioneering maritime market research to reveal the extent to which 
different ship types are software dependent and to discover the root cause of why the 
maritime industry is so behind other transport sectors,” explains Krystyna. K&G then 
went on to found a non-profit foundation MARSEC-XL to develop the open architecture 
MARSSA.

In 2011, when an economic downturn and energy crisis was taking its toll on the maritime 
industry, MARSEC-XL cemented its position as an advocate of open source. On Valentines 
Day, it donated all of its MARSSA artifacts “from MARSEC with love” to the open-source 
community. 

So what about Norway? Geir says his homeland should be at the high-tech forefront of 
ocean industries because its large, diverse maritime sector with high-value vessels and 
specialized ferries makes it a good test market. In addition, Norwegian values support 
innovation. In other words, it’s the perfect European base for rolling out MARSEC 
solutions.

Marinate the Valley – digitize shipping!

K&G’s connection with the Valley, which they sincerely aim to “marinate” by creating 
bridges to the maritime world, is simple.  Creative change agents by nature, they like to 
get things done. “The Valley is perfect for us because it moves much quicker and does 
innovation by passion, not committee, “ says Krystyna, who adds, “We want to promote 
vital changes and challenge old mindsets, so this is our spiritual home.” 

Geir describes the maritime industry as ripe for digital change. “It’s one of the last 
industries to exploit Big Data – we aim to bring it out of the dark ages,” he says. K&G’s 
potential as maritime disruptors was duly noted when the McKinsey Global Institute cited 
their Internet-of-Things-at-Sea enabled solution, “Rex”, in a 2015 report Internet of things: 
mapping the value beyond the hype. 

The maritime industry’s brightest minds have also understood that shipping is on the 
brink of a revolution – even old ships are full of sensors that generate massive volumes 
of data that is largely unexploited. However, old school thinking is slow to give way to the 
holistic, systems thinking needed to address maritime operational efficiency.

“With shipping facing criticism for falling outside the positive change wave created by 
COP21, the time is here for it to go fully digital and become truly efficient,” says Krystyna. 
“We want to play a part in enabling a global system of sea traffic management and a 
smart intermodal transport structure,” says Geir, concluding, “achieve this and we will 
help catalyze a huge positive impact on the world economy.” 
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K&G profiles

Krystyna Wojnarowicz has been working with ambitious 
organizations in the digitization of their products, services and 
operations for over a decade. She also co-founded and is Chair 
and Chief Strategy Officer of Silicon Valley-based MARSEC Inc., a 
multimodal transport optimization company. Krystyna holds a 
masters degree in Information Technologies Management and is 
also a commercial mariner.

Geir Fagerhus is President & CEO of Silicon Valley-based MARSEC 
Inc., a multimodal transport optimization company. He has nearly 
30 years’ experience from high-tech businesses and academia 
with focus on software intensive products and services. As an 
international entrepreneur, Geir has founded and managed 
businesses in many European countries and the US since the mid 
1980s. He specializes in supporting industry sectors that become 
software dependent, such as telecom, automotive, bank and 
finance and maritime. Geir is also a commercial mariner.
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